Palliative Care Physician

BJ Miller

In Conversation with Pico Iyer

Thu, Jan 11 / 7:30 PM / Campbell Hall
$35 / $20 / $10 UCSB students

“BJ Miller is passionate in this belief: It’s time for all of us to
rethink, redesign and reimagine everything we’ve been taught to
think about death.” – Oprah Winfrey
Dr. BJ Miller is a hospice and palliative care specialist at UCSF Medical
Center and former director of San Francisco’s groundbreaking Zen Hospice. A
powerful voice for designing a better ending, Miller integrates art, spirituality
and medicine in end-of-life care. Educated at Santa Barbara’s Cottage Hospital
and Harvard Medical School, Miller is leading the way toward a focus on
quality of life rather than merely managing pain.

Event Sponsors: Dorothy Largay & Wayne Rosing
Presented in association with Cottage Health
Corporate Sponsor:
Related Thematic Learning Initiative Event (see page 4)

Just added!
Co-presented with the Walter H. Capps Center
for the Study of Ethics, Religion and Public Life
and the UCSB Department of Religious Studies

Reza Aslan
God: A Human History
Thu, Jan 18 / 7:30 PM / Campbell Hall
$35 / $20 / $10 UCSB students

The visionary host and producer of the documentary series
Believer and author of bestsellers including Zealot and No god
But God: The Origins, Evolution and Future of Islam, Reza Azlan
has captured attention with his fascinating exploration of the
world’s religions. His new book, God: A Human History, traces
how people across diverse times and places have humanized
God (or gods). The UC Santa Barbara alumnus will examine the
way we think about the divine.

Books will be available for purchase and signing
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“Aslan has become known for the elegant
smoothness with which he toggles between the
postures of spokesperson for his own faith and
detached scholar of other traditions.” The New Yorker
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